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2F-Spiele
The green gaming revolution from Bremen
is getting on a bit. So instead of speed,
slowness is the order of the day, setting
the stage for the sloth. The sloth players
have to visit at least eight trees to collect
leaves in their own color. However, sloths
prefer being carried by other animals to
moving on their own. There are always
six different animal species in a game,
each one in different quantities and restricted to a specific landscape type. The
two elephants move across plains and
through rivers, while the six orangutans
use only hills and forests. Animal species
and movement range are determined by
the active player, with hand cards. All
animals can be utilized by anyone. The
rare and attractive animals such as eagles and dolphins are of course extremely
popular. So it makes sense to figure out
the plans of your opponents, or else you
discover that a transport you were toying
with has moved elsewhere when it’s your
turn. Actually, the theme is not quite fitting here, because the fastest player wins
(maybe that’s why it is called Fast Sloths
in English?). 12 animal species and two
double-sided boards can be combined to
create four variants. The designer/publisher is even more confident than usual
about his new game, which is why he is
bringing an expansion with additional
boards to Essen, as well as a promo set
with extra cards.	
-cv
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A new Knizia, and it is not a family game!
This announcement already let some gamers to hyperventilate. After all, Tajuto
could be like one of those masterstrokes
from the designer’s early days, the net
was soon buzzing. But no, Tajuto is actually an expert game, as Abacus editor
Matthias Wagner was quick to point out.
Even if the bag, where players rummage
for pagoda components, might suggest
otherwise. And although the rummaging
forms only a small part of the game: If
used with sense and intelligence, it can
be decisive.
The background story plays in 6th
century Japan, and whoever contributes

the most enlightenment points with their
pagoda building is appointed by legendary Prince Shotoku as the “Great Guardian of the Sacred Garden of the Eight
Pagodas”. Spurred on by this incentive,
players collect a kind of deck without
cards: Initially, everyone has three identical action tiles, which are variable, but
quite expensive to use. If you buy new and
much cheaper to use tiles, you can always
employ them in the following moves. The
aim here is an optimal organization of
the buying, building and redrawing of the
components in your own move. When to
install a sacrificial stone into one of the
monochrome pagodas? When to rummage for a suitable pagoda floor, which
all come in a different length? If successful, players receive meditation points,
a currency they can also use to activate
additional action tiles in front of them.
The goal is always to gain the already
mentioned enlightenment points for completing tasks or purchasing specific tiles.
However, you should not play around,
because once the fourth pagoda is finished, the game ends immediately. This
is usually the case after about an hour
– another indication that this is a game
with a manageable degree of complexity.

-sd

Amigo
The 6 nimmt! Brettspiel (6 nimmt, the
board game), relying on several sources at
once, is not the only remake by star designer Wolfgang Kramer to be released this
autumn. The 104 cards of 6 nimmt are
only slightly reduced to 100 tiles – with a
different distribution of the “Hornochsen”
(bullheads). Their presence is already a
substantial difference to the predecessor
board game Tanz der Hornochsen (dance of the bullheads), with rows that still
had fixed minus points. Their different
lengths were kept, so that the third (only
with the predecessor game) or the fourth,
sometimes the seventh tile has to “take”.
Selected spaces now generate bonusses;
sometimes the points also depend on the
number of bullheads on a tile. Only in the
so-called base game will the activation of
the row with the double tile symbol trig-

n

ger the (challenging) obligation to place
two tiles at once.
Using the good luck cards does not
increase luck, but allows players to catch
up by ignoring or modifying the instructions on the spaces. The game ends when
at least one player runs out of tiles, which
in the basic version happens to everyone
at the same time. In the professional
version some rows require you to collect
the tiles instead of the minus points. The
bigger choice here is a double-edged
sword, because all bullheads on your own
tiles will later give you negative points.
In the beginning and by covering specific spaces, you can buy action cards. Of
the six different ones, three are taken or
are slightly modified versions from the
anniversary edition 6 nimmt! 25 Jahre
(6 nimmt 25 years). They can save you
from some mistakes or soften their consequences and make for more tactical
gameplay. I recommend using the good
luck cards for both versions. While the
basic game is more catchy and easier to
play, the pro version opens up more possibilities, which will slightly slow down the
flow of the game initially before you get
familiar with the potential of the action
cards. 
-cc

Blam!
Esoteric themes can be off-putting, as
harmony and meditation seem hardly
compatible with competition and strategy. Chakra offers proof to the contrary,
although Claire Conan’s pretty design
with its discreet colours and illustrations
reminds me of Dixit. On each individual
tableau there are seven chakra spaces
in different colors, colored circles which
have to be filled with three glittering
energy gems in matching colors. In your
turn, you either take something from the
display or use one of your inspiration
tokens to move the gems in the desired
direction. The corresponding action space
determines the number of gems as well
as movement range and direction. Gems
from the display are either placed above
the chakra spaces on the so-called Bhagya bubbles or onto any chakra, which,
however, binds an inspiration token there
until the space is color-matched.
If you run out of tokens or are not
happy with the remaining offers, you can
choose to meditate: You get your tokens

you love
games?
Boîte de Jeu
For a change, in Nētā-Tanka there are
not workers, but Native Americans collecting resources, building tents, feeding
the tribe or raising the highest totem
pole possible. There is no money in circulation, but instead so-called generosity tokens that resemble a currency and
also represent victory points. A special
twist adds a new dimension to the classic worker placement mechanism. If you
manage to occupy two adjacent spots
–not always easy, since their capacity
is usually limited – you will also benefit
from the space in between, which is not
directly accessible. This leads players to
consider whether it is worth taking the
bonus, or letting their competitors graze
undisturbed. On the summer side of the
board, the bonuses support or supplement neighboring actions, while in the
harsh winter there is not always a direct
connection.
Nētā-Tanka does without an engine
that generates beneficial results – with
one exception: After your own tribe has
satisfied its hunger to a certain extent,
you can still occupy specific spots, which
are actually already occupied. A great
thing, despite the large number of action
spaces. Very solid, clear rules and iconography, with a playing time sweet spot for
rounds of three players. 
-cc

Cranio Creations
The publishers from Milan have been on
the radar of fans of sophisticated games
since Lorenzo il Magnifico. The Kickstarter project for Barrage, its successor in
this respect, was ill-fated insofar as certain amendments to the material had to
be made or announced. With regard to
content, you could at most criticize that
you find the game intellectually overwhelming, but that is not the editor’s
fault. The task here is to transform water
from mountain springs into energy, employing only three components: a dam
wall, a pipeline and a generator. It’s four,
actually, if you add the water, and this is
where the problem begins. In theory, it
could be tapped three times in the three
altitude levels of the landscape – also by
competing companies. But you have to
have your dam wall in place wherever the
water flows, and sometimes it just does
not flow at all – if someone has build a
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back and peek at the secret point value
of a color chakra. This information can
also be accessed later on through elegant
management, preventing Chakra from
deteriorating into a mere memory game.
Black gems are annoying, but have to be
accepted as part of a selection. If you
have laboriously pushed them through,
they either score a victory point or can be
exchanged for a gem of a desired color.
Scoring happens as soon as a player has
completed at least five (of the seven)
chakras. The rules for this collection and
allocation game are original and catchy.
Everyone predominantly pays attention
to their own display, but may at times
snatch a coveted gem from a competitor.
Half an hour of a pleasant playing time
seems to fly by.
In the 50-page booklet that comes
with Nemeton, Stéphane Longeray tells
a fantasy story that the board game by
Johann Favazzo inspired him to write.
Up to four druids are trying to save the
cursed forest in ten days, which pays off
in prestige points. The active druid carries
out actions one after the other during
the four phases of night, dawn, day and
dusk. At night, they expand the forest
landscape of hexagonal tiles by one.
From there, they send out the moonlight
in a straight line in all possible directions
to all empty tiles, causing healing herbs
to grow everywhere, with the ray only
blocked by the first hexagon of the same
type. The plant material should then only
be made accessible to their own druid.
Then, at dawn, an oak, a megalith or a
spring emerge – all seemingly by chance.
During the day, the druid, in their movement range, collects plants, exchanges
plants at an oak tree or reserves a potion
card, whose ingredients are brewed (i. e.
delivered) at the megalith. At the spring,
they try to win the trust of the animals they
have attracted by certain plant mixes. For
animals not only add prestige, they also
facilitate movement and resource supply.
Alternatively, the druid may collect a prestigious “triskell” token. These are required
to meet the general objectives, whose fulfillment is then evaluated at dusk. The first
druid to complete an objective receives a
free bonus plant. In this collecting game,
there are many clever moves to figure
out, so you can optimize getting your
medicinal plants. 
-cc
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new dam above your own reservoir and
leads their pipes into an adjacent valley.
All of this is achieved primarily with
worker placement actions: the construction of the three structures mentioned
above, the generation of water, the
opening of barriers or the obtaining of
resources using both private and contested spaces. Money is needed – which,
as usual, follows the principle of “when
it’s gone, it’s gone” – but also concrete
mixers and excavators, which are fed into
a rondel and become available again
after a while.
Despite its rather manageable set of
rules, Barrage has more in common with
Brass than with Lorenzo il Magnifico.
Just like in Martin Wallace’s masterpiece,
it is very promising to be an opportunist.
But it is just as difficult as in Brass to
recognize all the opportunities that the
actions of your opponents open up for
you. Most of the time you do not even
notice how your own structures are literally inviting others to cut your water off.
Highly appealing, but initially perhaps
rather frustrating. 
-mh
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Recently, deduction games have quite often contained Eric Solomon’s (Egghead)
idea that information can only be gathered from the face-up cards of the other
players, while your own cards remain hidden. In Letter Jam this now also works
with letters in a cooperative word game.
Everyone at the table has been dealt
five face-down letter cards by their lefthand neighbor to form a word. These are
shuffled, placed face-down next to each
other with the first letter placed in a
stand in such a way that its owner cannot
read it. The aim now is to give the others
clues that will help them to guess their
own letter. So everyone thinks up a word
with the letters visible to them, but is not
allowed to say it out loud. Instead, they
discuss word length and how many players have used the letters. Letters from nonplayer stands and the joker in the middle
may also be integrated. But using plain
text is still forbidden. If the group believes
that a player’s word might be useful –
because it is particularly long and uses
the letters of many active players – he or
she will not spell it out loud, of course,
but will gradually, for each letter, place a
number token with an ascending number
in front of the corresponding card. Every-

one notes this result behind their screen.
Hopefully the word you are looking for
will give you a hint for your own invisible letter. If you think you have guessed
it, place it on the table and put the next
one in the stand. A game ends when a
certain number of clues have been given
– or when everyone is sure that they have
now guessed their own word. In the final,
this should then be revealed in the correct
order. The rules also include a score for
the group result. 
-sd

Days of Wonder
If you want to recreate digging for treasure in a game, you always encounter the
same problem (for example in Jenseits
von Theben): The final salvaging of any
remaining items is just not very exciting.
A clever twist in Deep Blue now reverses
this effect. Each diver in their turn decides on one of four actions, paid for by
playing one or more multipurpose cards
from their hand into their discard stack.
Only the “rest” action gives you three
random cards back into your hand. With
the other actions, you can either buy a
card from the display, move one or both
of your ships across the board or, if your
own ship anchors at a discovery spot,
dive for treasure. The others are allowed
to join in, as long as their ship is close
by. The active player leads the dive and
pulls plastic gems from the bag, one at
a time. All participants are allowed to
play cards that match the required type
or amount of treasure, and that way score
easy victory points. Some jewels, however, represent problems caused by lack of
oxygen and sea monsters. If you do not
fend them off immediately (with a card),
you have to surface and are out. Only the
dive leader can determine the end of the
dive. And only those divers who last till
the end will earn extra points for their
collected gems.
After (almost) all the spots have been
plundered, players empty their treasure
chests and cash in. Deep Blue is all about
the active player, while the other divers
(possibly with a small hand of cards)
have to wait. But if you try to prevent a
shortage of equipment by obtaining a
lot of cards and resting often, you will
miss out on some of the dives. An interesting dilemma, created by an entertaining and sophisticated family game,
which takes much longer than the stated
45 minutes. 
-cc

Feuerland
The Great Exhibition of 1851 at Crystal
Palace is approaching. There are still a
good two years before the doors open,
and London is already in a state of excitement. Agents from all over the world
unnerve the city, they recruit allies, have
prototypes made from promising construction drawings and promote their own
cause. For this purpose players send cube-shaped hirelings to the most important places in the British capital. The special twist here is that the strength of the
pieces is not rolled by die. Instead, each
player secretly sets their dice numbers. It
comes at a price, of course; every pip is
paid for in cash, and money is tight. Afterwards, the six-siders are distributed in
turn order into eight city buildings with
only limited space. Some locations require
a minimum amount of dice pips, others
cost additional money. Once all the dice
have been positioned, the pip and placement order determine who carries out the
action and when. There are not always
enough action opportunities for each placed dice.
Points are mainly awarded for characters influenced as well as machines
constructed, which usually demand gear
wheels or light bulbs as payment. These
resources can be acquired elsewhere. In
addition, it is also necessary to create a
media hype, to increase influence in Westminster and to get the difficult income
situation under control. The black market
proves helpful with that, but if there is too
much going on there, the police are more
than happy to interfere.
Crystal Palace is a big strategy game
with a certain element of bluffing when
it comes to setting the dice pips. Trying
to figure out the other players plans and
slightly outbidding them with your own
dice will put you on the road to success.
The whole thing is lovingly illustrated in
a partly Victorian, partly steampunk style
that brings the scenery to life.
You know how it is: Researchers find a
mosquito trapped in amber, which had
bitten a dinosaur shortly before its demise,
and hey presto! There is enough genetic
information to resurrect such a giant
through cloning. In order for that to work
economically, a few more enclosures are
built in the amusement park around the
corner and the insecure and aggressive
animals are exposed to the arrogant and
equally aggressive spectators for enter-
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tainment. It is almost an industry standard
Frosted Games
to skimp on safety precautions, and so it
In the flood of new releases, unique selhappens: The first visitors are starting to
ling points are most welcome. Cooper
disappear – and not through the exit gates.
Island has several of them. First of all, it
If this setting sounds familiar, well, it
is named after the dog of author Andreas
was on show in your local cinema about
Odendahl. It is moreover a mix between
25 years ago. Dinosaur Island casts all
settlement and worker placement game,
this into a compact worker placement
which is unusual insofar as everyone has
game that lasts about as long as the
their own peninsula to settle, adjacent
old film – without paying license fees to
to the large main island. And finally, the
Steven Spielberg. Three Ms are crucial
ships not only sail along your own coast,
here: money, modification of genes and
but later also along those of the other
minions. On various spaces you collect
players, gaining advantages on the way.
money and Dna, expand your own labThe main island itself serves as a central
oratory and park, and hire experts. When
hub to place the workers with their two
the visitors arrive, you can only hope to
different values on the respective spabe lucky, for there are always a few black
ces. There are almost no blocked spaces,
sheep (in this case pink meeple) among
because for a fee you can sit on top of
the drawn guests, who not only refuse
someone else’s pawn.
to pay, but also sneak ahead of the line.
The aim here is to gain money and
Moreover, in a bad security situation, the
resources to demolish ruins, build buildlovely visitors are eaten first (along with
ings and improve landscape spaces on
their victory points). Changing specialists
your own peninsula. For if the double
and small rule shifts in each game keep
hex tiles are stacked, the goods on them
the competition for dinosaurs and visitors
are worth as much as their level. Unforfresh. The comic book style in loud colors
tunately, this also hinders expansion,
evokes feelings of 80s nostalgia (or the
which is why you should consider it care1 since
07.10.2019
opposite). SDM2020_170x123,8mm_20191007_eng.pdf
-ct
fully,
it likewise11:30:17
reduces the counter

n

value of the goods. Inconveniently, your
own warehouse serves also as your purse,
making any expansion worthwhile. In
addition, you can only access the received
goods or coins from your own marketplace via your own cash box. Your personal tableau holds numerous supplies,
which unlock additional abilities once
they are built. 
-sd
Matthias Cramer originally made a
name for himself with interesting eurogames such as Glen More, Helvetia or Lancaster, but is now devoted to more complex fare with a strong historical connection. Watergate is an excellent example
of the direction in which he is heading.
The investigative journalists Woodward
and Berstein and their supporters compete against the Nixon administration in
a tug-of-war that is carried out with cards.
Similar to 13 Days , both sides are trying to
manipulate different parameters by using
bifunctional cards as numerical values or
as events.
In Watergate, there is an added topological component of creating or torpedoing connections on a Chinese-Checkers-style board. In the center of the spiThis ad was created with resources from www.Freepik.com.
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der’s web is Richard Nixon; at the edge
are seven people who would cost the president his office as soon as a criminal connection to at least two of them could be
proven. The president seeks to eliminate
as many of these seven sources as possible, directly or by blocking their connection to the Oval Office. If he can manage
to pull evidence tokens from a path into
his half, he is allowed to place them facedown. If, on the other hand, they land on
the journalists’ half, they are placed on
the board face-up to show the existence
of the conspiratorial connection.
Not only is Watergate easily accessible and exciting; it would be well worth
buying just for the comprehensive and
highly informative appendix about the –
to date – biggest political scandal in history. Especially for those people who were
not yet born at that time or who no longer
remember the events. 
-mh

Games-up
Maracaibo takes us into the golden age
of navigation, the 17th century. According to designer Alexander Pfister, the
name has no special meaning, but Maracaibo is one of the Caribbean ports on
the board, and it sounds good. All of this
is probably not of interest for real Pfister
fans, as long as they have thirty minutes to do something. Just like in Great
Western Trail, there is a circular route,
and players want to sail it with their own,
upgradeable ship in the most efficient
way. Each location harbors one main and
several optional actions to choose from,
before you redraw to your own hand limit. The players are captains serving the
three competing seafaring nations of
England, France and Spain. Battles are
fought and boats are captured. Additionally you improve your own career or
take on quests. In villages, helpers are hired, to cities, goods delivered. And finally

there is an expedition, causing legacy-like events to occur, which change several
things on the board and also affect the
following games. Comes with a solo version.
-sd

Gmeiner
The latest crime card game in the Heisse
Ware (hot goods) series of flat, slim, black
boxes was designed by Reiner Knizia and
strongly resembles Hart an der Grenze
(Kosmos) or the even older Zoll (customs)
by Mb. All but one border crosser are
trying to smuggle alcohol by placing two
of their five hand cards face-down. Another card is played face-up onto the table,
as a bribe for the current policeman. If
the policeman accepts the immoral offer,
the smuggler pays the required number of
bottle tokens and “in return” receives his
undeclared goods from the stock. From
the other perpetrators, the policeman can
inspect one – or in larger rounds several – suitcases. At the end of his turn he
decides to make one or more arrests. A
maximum of one bottle of alcohol goes
duty free, in which case he has to pay two
bottles as a compensation for his false
accusations. Otherwise he collects the
hot goods from the bank. The player who
manages to smuggle the most bottles through wins this catchy bluff and guessing
game, which is even simpler than its predecessors, but keeps up to eight criminals
happy. 
-cc

Gmt
Would Francis Tresham’s Civilization have
looked like this, had it been released in
2019? Ancient Civilizations of the Inner Sea resembles the classic game not
only regarding time period and location.
The laconic combat system, in which the
opponents gradually remove chunks of
the population until it no longer exceeds
the limit, and the conversion of populati-
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on tokens into cities also seem familiar.
In addition, both games are not exactly
pacifist representatives of the genre.
They may use different mechanisms, but
palming catastrophes off on your opponents is definitely part of their routine.
And of course you will be targeting those
who challenge your zone of expansion.
Although only cities and wonders of the
world score points directly, territorial as
well as financial bonuses are awarded at
the end of each era (the exact timing of
which is unpredictable).
Since you gain nothing in Civilization
when nobody wants to trade with you,
you still have to be able to look into the
other players’ eyes in the next round,
despite all area disputes. Ancient Civilizations of the Inner Sea does not
demand such considerateness. You are
necessarily at loggerheads with your
neighbors, not least because plundering
their cities gives you money. Diplomacy is
therefore limited to a certain reluctance
to shaft someone who has not done you
any harm yet – for that would certainly
change afterwards.
With just 12 richly illustrated pages
of English rules, Ancient Civilizations
of the Inner Sea is easy to grasp. What
makes the whole thing seem overwhelming are the 72 additional pages with
heaps of history-inspired scenarios for
all possible player counts. Even those
who want to play in solitaire mode will
find plenty of offers, but must first familiarize themselves with the non-player
characters. True Civilization fans will
not abandon ship simply because of the
novelty factor, but those who are open
to a modern interpretation of the theme,
willing to take as much as they dish out,
should risk a closer look. 
-mh

H2.O
It was certainly a very considerate move
that the sons of the long-standing “Spiel
des Jahres” jury member Wieland Herold
waited for his retirement from this electoral body before going public with their
publishing house – especially since Florian and Guntram must have been in the
starting blocks for quite some time. The
historical background of their firstling
Neuburg is not immediately obvious, largely because of its abstract design, but
also because they themselves describe it
as a “fast poker game”. As one of the advisors to Renaissance prince Ottheinrich

Haas Games
Some parliaments currently feel like
monkey enclosures, but Zoocrazy takes
it one step further. Here, all zoo animals
are suddenly in full political control, and
they have chosen democracy as their form
of government, rather than, for example,
following a king of lions. Accordingly,
lucrative positions stand to be filled, a
process that is typically preceded by an
electoral campaign – which in the Usa
nowadays also seems to include manipulation by Ukrainian prime ministers.
Instead of money, the parties are forking
out food tokens to win animal species as
well as seats in parliament. What follows
is a diplomatic wrangle over the forming
of government, with the offices of head
of government, finance minister and defense minister finally assigned to those
involved. These positions will allow them
to exert influence on future elections. The
aim is to be still in office at the end of
a round and implement at least part of
one’s own political agenda. This translates into victory points, of which all players
would like to have the most at the quite
unpredictable end of the game. Action

cards also have an impact on whether or
not this will be happening, and they are
the ones that can cause majorities to shift
constantly.
When it comes to dealing with democratic procedures, Zoocrazy has what it
takes to become an educational game for
schools. On the other hand, to witness the
cynicism with which manipulative mechanisms are used here for somebody’s
benefit does not shed a positive light on
democracy, and for this reason it should
perhaps not be forced on innocent children. 
-mh
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Haba
In Miyabi, Michael Kiesling allows players to practice Japanese garden design.
Small tiles with one to three squares serve
as their plants. The size of these tiles is
also indicative of their value. Among those revealed in each round, the valuable
“threes” are less common than the small
“ones”. In your turn, you choose a card
and place it on your own 6-by-6 tableau.
Each plant species may only be planted
in a specified row, and the card must be
placed on one level. Successful plantings
immediately score points according to
this formula: plant number multiplied
by plant level. Which makes “threes” in
higher levels far more desirable. There is
no direct player interaction here. However, with an eye on the gardens of your
competitors, you might be tempted, like
in Azul, to take something that would be
perfect for your opponent, but only helpful for you to a limited extent. In the final
scoring, you evaluate who has the most
specimen of the individual plant species.
Miyabi is a calm optimizing and puzzle
game requiring a good oversight, particularly if you include one or several of the
additional point scoring options. 
-cv

Hans im Glück
Just a short hint for expert gamers: Marco Polo II - Im Auftrag des Khan (on
Khan’s orders) is Marco Polo with modified actions. Now the long version: Marco
Polo was a hit and since its publication
in 2015 has seen several expansions in
varying formats. Marco Polo II is far from
another such expansion; it is a stand-alone and mature game, taking over many of
the well-known mechanisms and twisting
the others around. The familiar ones include a personal tableau complete with
a starting order, five dice, a few resources
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von Pfalz-Neuburg, it is important for the
players to stand out from all the bootlickers, a contest that is decided after five
rounds. In real life, it earned the winner
little, apart from some glory. For the rulebook reveals that with Ottheinrich, your
hope of payment was in vain.
Each round begins with an open offer
on a card, to get the Prince’s attention
at the audience for a specific theme (=
card color). Two face-down cards are then
handed over by each player, which may
not exceed the value of their own face-up
card. Anyone with the predicament of
having to violate this rule will be severely
punished. Then each player publicly
announces the color in which they would
like to score. However, this privilege is
only granted to the player who can show
the most points in said color. Their reward
is the value of all played cards of that
same color, which can also be negative,
since the card values range from –5 to +4.
In order to compensate for a bad hand,
everyone has tokens that can be used to
take cards out of the scoring, or to share
the points scored by a highly-rated opponent. Additional options are provided by
a variant with order markers, supplied as
a small expansion. 
-mh
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and a unique character. The large game
board with cities, travel routes and action spaces looks as if it has been pieced
together from parts of the previous game,
strewn with a generous handful of icons.
Instead of exploiting the Khan, the
subtitle may well have read: “Now we’re
going back.” All travelers start in Beijing
and have to focus far more than before
on the journey itself. Obviously, as there
are now as many as three travel action
spaces. Arranged by distance, they cost
one to three dice and are essential,
among other things, because order tiles
are only available in some cities. As an
additional resource comes jade: good for
bartering and essential for travelling.
Some connections cost now, in addition to money and camels, also jade.
The market bears the novel name books
and offers a constantly changing selection. Guild seals generate another basic
income (but only after upgrading) and
unlock further income in specific cities.
All along the route you have to collect
various coats of arms, there are permanently accessible as well as changing city
actions, everything is different, you get
more of something, this is connected with
that, then with another place again ... and
of course there are the seven characters
with very different new priorities and
abilities.
Simone Luciani and Daniele Tascini
definitely not designed Marco Polo II
with the beginner player in mind. However, those who have travelled through
Asia several times from west to east
will not only find new routes here, but
also very different ways to tackle them.
Thankfully, the rulebook is a great
help as all changes are plainly marked
with a seal. 
-ct

spielbox special
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Any more legacy? Coming up! Heidelbär
brings out the German version of The
King’s Dilemma by Horrible Games, with
a “brutally high story content,” according to Heidelbär boss Heiko Eller-Bilz.
Meaning that players constantly have to
decide how to react to situations within
the medieval setting. The choice is by no
means always easy, as the quote from the
introductory disclaimer shows: “Many of
the dilemmas you will face involve ethical and moral choices related to sensitive
topics that could upset your sensitivity or
that of the people playing with you, such

as injustice, violence, slavery, and racism.
By design, the game will occasionally
put you in front of the uncomfortable
choice between what you think is right,
and what is best for winning.” You often
note down who voted for what and how,
so you can keep track for later games. But
maybe you will not always remember if
someone helped this decision along with
cash. Each game of one to one and a half
hours represents the story of a dynasty
in the kingdom of Ankist. A short story is
told, a pile of face-down dilemma cards
prepared for players to deal with. As the
head of an aristocratic house, each of
them has a different agenda, indicated
by a hidden target card. It may tell you
if you win points in the end, for example,
for enough food or a very low morale in
the kingdom.
In addition to these agenda points, the
so-called reputation and ambition points
are also important. They have effects
beyond a single game and determine
the overall winner of a campaign. 75
envelopes constantly bring new material
into circulation; plenty of stickers ensure
that game board and rule book are well
covered. According to the publisher, a
complete play-trough requires about 15
games. 
-sd

Irongames
Although the title Pact seems to suggest
an alliance of some sort, the pack whose
members love and hate each other also
resonates here. An association that works
very well when you need to keep an eye
on your neighbors’ plans.
The middle of the table holds task
cards, each showing a number of goblin-themed cards in specific colors. In your
turn, you first fill up your hand with two
goblins and then place up to three from
your hand in front of you. If the display
is suitable, you can now complete task
cards, by helping yourself from your two
neighbors. At least one required card has
to come from the active player, and the
joint venture is done. A task completed in
this way scores for both parties, but the
initiator receives a hand card as a bonus.
Since nobody can defend themselves
against the remote take-overs, everyone
is constantly trying to make their own
display (and thus the offer to their neighbors) just tempting enough to be asked to
be a partner, without however ever contributing more than the other side. Soli-

tary task fulfillment scores double, but is
naturally more difficult. The simple gameplay is spiced up by special cards to be
passed on after usage. The expert variant
lets you unlock additional abilities by discarding cards, and there are other ways
to score points. People with an antipathy towards semi-cooperative games can
even turn to a solo variant. 
-ct

Japon Brand (Kua)
In the card game Monster Party, the
monsters want to meet undisturbed by
the humans. In turn, each of the up to six
players lays a hand card either face-down
or face-up in front of them. At some point,
someone with at least one face-up card
starts the party by trying to gather five
different monsters (from any of the players). To do this, you usually have to reveal
a few of the face-down cards. If successful, you win a coffin token; with three
of these in your possession, you are the
winner. If you flip over one monster color
twice or even reveal a human, you have to
discard your entire display. Alternatively,
the player who celebrates the party at
home by revealing five face-down cards
correctly wins the game immediately. A
little bit of memorization is necessary, but
bluffing and assessing the others’ display
is even more important. An entertaining
and simple gamble and a nice filler.  -cc

Lautapelit.fi
Up to eight aspiring merchants want to
increase their wealth in Amul, by cleverly putting down their cards or holding
on to them until the final scoring. While
the board on the table just serves as an
overview, the 183 cards carry the basic
mechanism based on 7 Wonders in several aspects. The card flow, however, is
not through drafting, but regular card
replenishment from the talon and card
exchange with the market. It fills up when
each merchant places a hand card there,
only to pick another one up again. Afterwards you extend your personal display,
committing yourself to a certain course of
action while at the same time leaving a
clue about it for your opponents. Gameplay develops through the many card
abilities. A twelve-page booklet explains
them in great detail. Some are only of
importance in the display, others only
in your hand and for the final scoring.
The cards usually have a standard value,
which increases in combination with the

New spielbo
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same (set collection principle) or corresponding other values, and is sometimes
depending on the cards of your neighbors
and sometimes those of all players. The
higher the military strength, the earlier
you can choose cards. On the one hand
it is typical that your neighbor’s assets
are beneficial for you (similar to the guild
cards in 7 Wonders). On the other hand,
the value of a card type often decreases
when it becomes more frequent. Depending on certain conditions that you will
naturally try to avoid, some cards can be
downright harmful. Others allow you to
grab stuff from the general card displays
like the “palace” or the “bazaar”. At the
end of the game, one player writes down
the income each merchant achieved in all
nine categories on the notepad.
Not only individual elements, but the
entire game feels strongly like the unmistakable original. Playing time is about the
same, once you have figured out all the
connections and intricacies. 
-cc

Lumberjacks Studio
La Cour des Miracles (the court of
miracles) is set in 16th century Paris. Each
player leads a gang of beggars who try
their hand at all sorts of tricks. Such a
guild consists of initially three, later four
members, represented by colored cardboard discs. These discs are placed into
the recess of a cylindrical tile, whose underside indicates its defense and other
abilities. In your turn you place a beggar
disc on a free space of a Parisian neighborhood. The chosen space determines

the – mostly welcome – effect, for example, you get some money from the bank or
draw a conspiracy card to be used anytime during your turn. Sometimes you also
advance the penniless king on his path.
Moreover, each neighborhood grants you
an advantage, like placing a control marker for money into a safe area.
If all spaces of a neighborhood are
occupied or if the penniless king has
reached one of the trigger spaces, the
discs are flipped over. The strongest
player now controls the neighborhood
(and displaces, if necessary, the previous
owner), which earns them a coin each
time the neighborhood action is used.
The first player to get rid of their six control markers wins the game. The balance
between the easy to acquire neighborhoods, whose control dwindles just as
easily, and the expensive, but definitive
placement, is attractive. Place and time
of a scoring can be cleverly manipulated
with the king, not to mention the unexpected deployment of conspiracy cards.
A good deal of bluffing in placing the
beggars may prove helpful, but calling it
a miracle is a bit too far-fetched. A game
can end faster than the (careless) losers
may like. Lovingly designed theme, entertaining and amazing. 
-cc

Ostia-Spiele
The café at the corner was celebrating its
anniversary, so Heike and Stefan Risthaus
came up with a small, fast card game. And
since they were already at it, they also
made a special edition for the neighbors,

n

plus one for the general market. The 32
cards come in a small tin, not in a zip bag
like some of its predecessors. Players have
to create a satisfying breakfast with tea
or coffee. A simple coffee is only worth
one point, but ten if you serve it with a
roll of jam and an egg. Just one floppy roll
alone is worth nothing. Instead you need
to collect sets (hand card limit is seven) or
lay out scoring combinations such as tea
plus whole meal bagel with sausage and
egg. Third option: Discard three cards, but
that will not get you far. The first player to
serve a – obviously lavish – breakfast for
40 points wins the game. 
-sd

Pearl Games
Over a period of five years, the three designers of Troyes have met to work on their
long-term project Black Angel, which is
in many ways based on its predecessor.
The scene: Space, with the spaceship
Black Angel setting off for planet B after Earth has been destroyed. A player in
their turn chooses one of their six-sided
dice, whose color – just like in Troyes, but
with reduced numerical values – determines the action, and places it on the desired action space. Like before, you are allowed to steal an opponent’s die for a small
compensation, but not to upgrade it like
one of your own. Also like before, the
number of activations increases with the
dice pips. To begin with, costs or victory
point deductions need to be stomached,
if the communal spaceship was devastated by imaginary enemies in the selected
area. Fixing such damage can also be an
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action and will be rewarded. But if the astronauts do not care enough, the profits
decrease and in extreme cases the game
comes almost to a standstill.
On an additional board a delicate
Black Angel model moves towards the
target planet. Just like in Solenia, this
board consists of five scrolling stripes,
but is made up here of hexagonal spaces.
Anyone can start their own ships from
this model and place order cards on the
hexes, which earn victory points or also
serve as action spaces. These cards work
similar to the activity cards in Troyes.
A new feature is the personal tableau
for inserting technology tiles, which can
be activated before the actual dice action.
Other than before, dice are not rerolled
by all players at the same time; instead
everyone chooses the best moment for
their own dice replenishment, which costs
a complete turn. If the numbers are high,
everyone rejoices, because the active
player can only protect one of their dice
from theft. This is where the game can
become frustrating. The variety of the
cards and their utilization as an action
(or not) result in very different, quite challenging games.
-cc
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As planned and announced, the third
part of the Century trilogy can be combined with all the other games of the
series. Those who know them will very
easily find their way around Century - A
New World. After the motor cards (Die
Gewürzstrasse) have turned into pawns
sailing from port to port (Eastern Wonders, eastern wonders), the latest iteration pushes for trading cubes by worker
placement.
Four out of six thin boards are on the
table. You put your meeples on their locations to benefit from the action there.
Some locations are locked and can only
be unlocked if a player has fulfilled a
card with a compass symbol; everything
depends on when such cards appear at all.
Just like before, you will have to purchase, exchange or upgrade wooden
cubes available in four colours, now
according to the specifications of your
chosen location. Attractive spaces cost
more workers, which can only be retrieved
by passing for an entire round – unless
you are lucky enough to have an opponent showing up there and sending all
your workers home. Objective cards are

face-up as before, but are tied to specific
locations and move up as soon as an
objective has been completed. In addition to victory points, the cards gain you
an immediate advantage or a bonus on
some spaces. You may also take a symbol
token at the location of the objective,
which in the end grants you rewards for
the indicated cards (and combinations).
The feel of the game has been largely
retained. In principle, you have more
choice here, which is why decisions can
sometimes take a little longer. Therefore
I recommend the game particularly for
smaller rounds. 
-cc

Queen Games
For a change, there is no weary king looking for a successor. Instead, Rune Stones
is about looking for the most powerful
druid in the country, and since potions are
for comic strips, you qualify for this job
by handling rune stones like a pro. These
are supplied by diligent dwarves against
payment of gems, which the interested
druid must first procure by summoning
creatures. Here, designer Rüdiger Dorn
helps you out, with some rules known
from deckbuilding. For example, cards
from the open display can be bought, and
then end up on your own discard pile with
the used druid cards. If you instead activate exactly two creatures, you lose the
better one of them. But then there are
attractive trading opportunities for gems
in matching colors, cards, ores, or power
points. The third option is to forge artifacts from gems of the same color, which
are then placed on one of the blacksmith’s
two rows of power. The more various the
artifacts collected there, the more power
points they generate on exchange. On top
of that you gain a rune stone, granting
you personal advantages.
-sd

Quined Games
In the search for a fresh theme, Quined
Games take us to northern Italy around
1500 Bce, when traders were living in
stilt houses called Terramara. Each player becomes the chieftain of a tribe who
lets his people explore distant lands and
improve their military strength. After all,
they will need to survive battles and develop new technologies.
It is worker placement, but with some
very unusual ideas. On the puzzle-filled
board, scouts or chieftains are placed to
obtain raw materials, but also to change

the position of canoes, which in turn regulate access to artifact cards. In addition,
there are options to increase military
strength, which allows you to stand on
spaces adjacent to a weaker opponent
and demand resources from this victim
during a raid. At the end of the round,
not all of the scouts return to a player’s
supply: If some of them have strayed too
far, they remain where they are. Only
those who were placed on board pieces of
the current or previous rounds will return
home. In addition, the puzzle pieces of
the current round are flipped over after
the round, revealing new placement
options. Terramara contains many ideas
– not surprisingly, since it also has many
creators: an Italian group of designers
called Acchitocca.
In La Stanza, Nuno Bizarro Sentieiro
and Paulo Soldedade chase us through no
less than six halls, collecting some amazing characters from world history. How
about a troupe consisting of Albrecht
Durer, Thomas Morus, Leonardo da Vinci
and Vasco da Gama? Sounds great, but
is not necessarily helpful, because names
are just smoke and mirrors here. Instead,
the game is about gathering as many
identical colored tiles in a row simply
called “worker track” on your personal tableau. The better you are, the stronger your
action will be in the hall of the same color.
In the hall of discovery, for example, the
focus is on seafaring, and the further your
own boat sails, the higher the amount of
money that the patron-Atm dispenses. In
the hall of arts, you create works for points,
in the hall of politics you recruit favorites,
who later grant you actions regardless of
the color of the entered hall. In the hall of
religion you can increase your activation
strength in general. This is actually quite
necessary, because to create a masterpiece with a particularly high score you
need some additional skills. What sounds
complicated seems to run very smoothly,
within the only sixty minutes playing time
scheduled by the publishers. Because in
your turn you only move your pawn one
to four spaces across the characters to be
hired and clockwise across the board. You
can then decide to either hire that character, generate income or pass. 
-sd

Schwerkraft Verlag
We live in a fast-paced world. Just a few
years ago, it was enough for a thief to
gather as much loot as possible. Today it
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Airship City is only technically science
fiction, since the airships to be built are
fictitious. It is dominated by well-distinguishable pastel shades instead of
martial graphics. In the beginning two,
later up to four of your own workers are
wandering across a 4-by-4 display to use
the action there. You may only move to
a neighboring space but jump over your
men. So with each additional worker, the
movement range increases exponentially (but workers come at a price). Your
opponents are pleased about a visit, for
they get a “piggyback bonus” in return. If
you have collected enough resources, you
can build a ship on the shipyard tile and
either sell it (always a good idea in view

of the gold shortage) or “give it away” to
the fictitious community. In fact, nobody
gives anything away, because in return
you gain not only victory points, but also
discounts on future shipbuilding ventures
and the right to manufacture higher-quality ships in the first place. In the “factory hall”, you pay for resources to enlarge
your own resource storage and to flip over
an action tile. From then on, everyone will
benefit from its bonus, provided they have
already enlarged their respective storage
(so, initially this only applies to the initiator). One of the sought-after resources,
the “gear wheel”, as well as the “lighthouse” action space allows you to move
tiles in one row of the display and thwart
your opponents’ plans. After no more
than five rounds, all points are added
up. Airship City belongs in that worker
placement category where the selected
action is carried out immediately and the
costs are not increased by the presence
of other players, who benefit instead.
Because of the available discounts and
bonuses, players focus more strongly on
a specific strategy.
-cc
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Throne of Allegoria offers a bit of gender equality right from the start, with
Queen Gwendoline of Allegoria dying and
hoping for a worthy successor. To take her
place, it is necessary to gain influence in
such areas as strength, intrigue, trade,
wealth and knowledge. For this, tasks
have to be taken on and completed during the game. But victory points can also
be earned away from these tasks.
In turn order, players place hidden bidding markers with values from 0 to 2 into
seven areas. They determine how many
action points a player receives in each
category. And they can either be used
to improve a score in said category or to
perform its action. For example, by setting soldiers or merchants on the board
in motion. They then move from their
own empire across a neutral area to their
neighbors, where the soldiers fight and
the merchants trade. Spies sneak up in
the same way and mess up the category
tracks on the visited opponent’s tableau.
Bankers for their part can employ their
money to permanently reinforce the
actions of other professions. But be sure
not to overdo it: For certain actions there
are anarchy markers that count negative
points in the end. And the action tracks

spielbox special

is all much more complicated. In order to
win, players must now also find buyers for
their spoils, and preferably calculate their
sales potential before the actual raid. You
might call it work compression, and Die
Räuber von Amarynth (the robbers of
Amarynth) achieves it by combining drafting and worker placement. You employ a
gang of thieves who steal treasures and
then sell them to dealers or a witch. Over
the three rounds you also have to keep
an eye on what the market has to offer
in exchange for folios, jewels, artefacts,
fossils and potions.
At the beginning of each round players are given four location cards, which
are passed on, minus the one kept, until
each player has three locations in front of
them. The cards show areas of activity for
thieves, who are then used in turn order.
And while you might get annoyed when
someone visits you on your own card, you
will gain a return for your selfless services.
Plus: The occupying thief will wander into
your own supply once the round is over.
The location cards provide you with
more thieves or let you exchange stolen
treasures, sometimes at a cheaper rate.
With these ingredients you start a race
for the most generous fences. Initially,
everyone receives a hidden planning card,
promising even more points for collecting
matching locations during the game. The
expansion Das Glück ist mit den Dieben
(luck is with the thieves) was released at
the same time as the 45-minute base
game. It contains, besides more locations
and dealers, a casino ship on which the
thieves can immediately try their luck
with the dice. 
-sd
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also distribute secret task cards as well
as new worker cards. They can be used
to boost the performance of one of the
actions described above. Meanwhile,
the Queen continues to pass laws, but
will suddenly die at some point during
the six rounds. If that happens, the text
that is read from the cards at the beginning of each round changes. This should
provide enough variety in the games to
follow. 
-sd

Spielezentrum Herne

each player embodies a pathogen strain
and wants to infect as many people as
possible, is defended in an educational
booklet. Regarding gameplay mechanisms, the Ruhr area version has been
streamlined, while some new cards were
added as well.
A small print-run of the game was sold
as part of the special exhibition “Pest”
by the Lwl Museum of Archaeology in
Herne. It is only available in the museum
shop and at trade fairs from the Herne
Spielezentrum booth.
-mh

They did it again. Obviously, it makes a
difference that Thomas Moder, a proven
Zoch Verlag
games expert, has been at the head of
A few years ago, the good old die seethe Spielezentrum for some time now.
med to have had its days, but it made
In any case, they have now slipped into
a Hollywood-style comeback. In Ausser
the publisher’s role for the second time.
Rand & Band (off the belt) it also gets
After Thomas Spitzer’s Letzte Zeche (last
center stage. Players need to secure as
colliery) last year, Pest im Pott also has
many fitting robot parts as possible whia local history connection. It is based
le these are running along an assembly
on Black Death, published in 1993 by
line. Per round, two of your own dice are
Blacksburg Tactical Research Center. In
placed on a robot part that has a space
cooperation with designer Greg Porter,
matching your pips. With the third die
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gue. The element
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or other people’s dice on the conveyor
belt, or to make additional moves. A turn
always ends with the placement of a new
robot card on the conveyor. As a result,
a small tile along with the dice tumbles
down at the other end. If your own dice
achieve the highest score of all the dice
that fall off the assembly line, you win the
robot part. Players here are at fortune’s
mercy in two respects, firstly during dice
rolling and secondly when the six-siders
tip off the assembly line. Nevertheless,
there are still enough ways to influence
gameplay. In addition, not every part is
desired in the final scoring. Mere feet do
not make a complete tin can, and only
the latter wins decent points, especially
if the whole thing is also painted in the
same color.
-cv
… more in the current spielbox 5/2019
(available at booth # 1-F101)
Contributors to the fair report:
Christwart Conrad (cc),
Stefan Ducksch (sd),
Matthias Hardel (mh),
Christof Tisch (ct),
Claus Voigt.
Translation: Corinna Spellerberg (sbw).
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